**IR Emitter**
Model Codes: HEM-1001
HEM-1002

**Single Port IR Emitter  HEM-1001**
1. Snap the IR Emitter Adapter in the wall plate.

**Note:** the wall plate and the IR Emitter are directional. Do not place upside down.
2. The IR Emitter has a wire block terminal labeled - and +. Strip the wire ends 3-5mm and insert into the terminal block according to the following wire instructions for IR Emitter Adapter connection:  
   + White Green  
   - Green  
3. Insert the 3.5mm IR Emitter to the IR Emitter Adapter.  
4. Apply the double sided tape and attach it to the centre of the IR Sensor window. The IR Emitter contains an IR LED which receives Infrared signals from IR Receiver to control devices.

**Note:** Do not cover the IR LED.

**Dual Port IR Emitter  HEM-1002**
The setup procedure for Dual Port IR Emitter is the same as single Port IR Emitter. It allows control of two electronic devices.

**Note:** If only one emitter is used, hide but DO NOT cut the other one.